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Rolling car diagram 



Three sample surfaces: images 





Investigation guidance Yr5 

(Your teacher will support you as you complete this investigation) 

Equipment 

 Carpet, metal table or ceramic floor, and sandpaper

 A heavy toy car

 A Force meter

Investigation 
1. Use the sticky-note approach to your investigation: identify your 

enquiry question, the variables, predictions of what you think will 
happen and also how you will ensure the testing is fair.

2. You will need to measure the force using a force meter (hook this onto
the car and see how much force is required to move the car over the
surface).

3. Create your own table to record the results then decide which type of
graph you could use to show any pattern in the impact of friction on
potential speed – include a statement to highlight your findings.

Key questions 

 At what point will you take the reading for each surface?

 How can you ensure that you have confidence in the reading?

 Do you think the greater the force reading means there is higher or
lower level of ground friction?

 How do you think the level of friction relate to potential speed for each
surface?

 Will friction slow, maintain speed or accelerate a car on the ride?

Remember Newton’s first law of motion: an object either stays at rest or 
continues to move at a constant speed, unless another force acts upon it. 

What impact is the friction having in terms of Newton’s law of motion? 



Investigation guidance Yr6 

(You will be working independently to complete this investigation) 

Equipment 

 Carpet, metal table or ceramic floor, and sandpaper

 A heavy toy car

 A Force meter

Investigation 
4. Use the sticky-note approach to your investigation: identify your 

enquiry question, the variables, predictions of what you think will 
happen and also how you will ensure the testing is fair.

5. You will need to measure the force using a force meter (hook this onto
the car and see how much force is required to move the car over the
surface).

6. Create your own table to record the results then decide which type of
graph you could use to show any pattern in the impact of friction on
potential speed – include a statement to highlight your findings.

7. Draw a force diagram to show the various forces (including air
resistance) that may impact on the rolling car.

Key questions 

 At what point will you take the reading for each surface?

 How can you ensure that you have confidence in the reading?

 How do you think the force required to move the car will correlate with
the amount of surface friction?

 How does the level of friction relate to potential speed for each surface?

 Will friction slow, maintain speed or accelerate a car on the ride?

 Will the car keep going indefinitely if there is no friction?

 What other forces will impact on the movement of the car?

Remember Newton’s first law of motion: an object either stays at rest or 
continues to move at a constant speed, unless another force acts upon it. 

What impact is the friction having in terms of Newton’s law of motion? 
How could you test the impact of friction on the speed of the car on a rolling 
car ride?  



Sticky-note investigations (after Goldsworthy and Feasy, 1997) 

Stick filled in sticky-notes on the blank boxes to help organise thoughts - the sticky-notes can be 

moved as the investigation plan progresses 

Enquiry question: 

VARIABLES 
Things I could change/vary 

Things I could observe or measure



Ensuring my test is fair 
I will change 

I will observe 

I will keep these things the same 



Predicting 
When I change 

What will happen 

to 

I think… 



Results and patterns 
What I changed What I observed 

What happened to 

When I changed 

I discovered: 



Glossary 

 Chn – Children

 Gp – Group/s

 H/W – Homework

 Ind – independently




